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1. Introduction.

Let A be a root system in the sense of Bourbaki [1] and W be its Wey]

group. A spans an / dimensional real vector space V on which W acts as a

finitelinear group. By extension of the transpose action, W acts on the sym-

metric algebra S(V) of the dual space V*. There is a well known theorem of

Chevalley [2], that is, the ring of W-invariant elements of S(V) is generated by

/ algebraicallyindependent homogeneous polynomials.

How will the situation change when A is an infiniteroot system and W is

an infinite group acting in V defined by a generalized Cartan matrix of non-

finitetype? With regard to this, there is a work of Moody [4], that the in-

definitequadratic form by itself generates the entire ring of invariants, when A

is defined by a generalized Cartan matrix of hyperbolic type.

In this paper, we study the ring of polynomial invariants of the Weyl group

of a Euclidean Lie algebra. In thiscase, V is not isomorphic to F* as TV-module.

So we have to consider both the ring of invariants of S(V) and of S(V*), the

symmetric algebra of V*.

It becomes clear that the unique invariant vector, called null root, by itself

generates the entire ring of invariants of S(V*) (Theorem 1) while the ring of

invariants of S(V) is isomorphic to that of corresponding finite type, which is

generated by algebraicallyindependent homogeneous elements (Theorem 2). This

indicates that the polynomial invariants of Euclidean Lie algebras are critically

situated between those of finitetypes and those of hyperbolic types.

When A is a root system in the sense of Bourbaki [1], thissubject has some

relationwith classicalHarish-Chandra's theorem, which states that the center of

the universal enveloping algebra of corresponding finite dimensional complex

simple Lie algebra isomorphic to the ring of ^-invariants of S(F*). This theorem

cannot be extended when A is an infiniteroot system. For example, we cannot

use a number of propositions with respect to even the Casimir operator in this

case. We hope to discuss this case in near feature.
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2. Preliminary.

A generalized Cart an matrix A ―(ai3) is a square matrix of integers satisfy-

ing au=2, ai3^Q if i^vj, ai3=-0 if and only if aji=0. For any generalized Cartan

matrix A―(ai}) of size Ixl and for any field F of characteristic zero, R=($f(/l)

denotes the Lie algebra over F generated by 3/ generators eu ■■･, eh hu ･■■,hi,

fu ■"
>
fi with the defining relations [_hiy hj]=0, [>i, fj}~Rijhi, [_h, ej']=aije3,

＼_hufj~]――aijfj for all i, j, and (ad ei)-a*j+1e/=0, (ad /,:)~a^+7"j=0 for distinct

i, j. We call this algebra (S the Kac-Moody Lie algebra over F associated with

A. Let F be a free Z-module of rank /, and choose a free basis {au ■■■, a,}

of F. By defining deg(gi)=af£, deg(/Zj)=0, deg(/() = ―≪i for all ?',we can view

c as a F-graded Lie algebra (S― fB cff, where @≪ is the subspace of R cor-
ner

responding to a. Put J--}a^r＼&a^0}, called ^/2e roo? system of (S. We call

/]■■=={ai, ■･■,<xi) a fundamental root system of J. Let ti',:be a Z-module auto-

morphism of /"* defined by Wiiaj^ctj―aijCXi, and let W be the subgroup of

GL(P) generated by wt for all i. We call W the Weyl groop of A. Then J is

Testable. Set Are={w(cti)＼w(EiW, for all i) real roots, and J"rt=zf-Jre, imag-

inary roots.

A generalized Cartan matrix A is called of finite type if (8F(A) is of finite

dimension. A generalized Cartan matrix A is called of Euclidean type if A is

singular and possesses the property that removal of any row and the correspond-

ing column leaves a Cartan matrix of finite type, in which case RF(A) is called

a Euclidean Lie algebra. Generalized Cartan matrices of Euclidean type are

classified (cf. [5]).

A generalized Cartan matrix A is called symmetrizable if there is a positive

rational diagonal matrix D such that B = (bij)―DA is a symmetric matrix.

Generalized Cartan matrices of finite type and of Euclidean type are symmetr-

izable. Usually D is normalized by the properties that bi3 is a half-integer for

distinct i, j, and that bu is an integer and the greatest common divisor of

{bu＼ for alli＼is 1 (cf. [3]). Then we can define a symmetric bilinear form on

F by (au aj)=--bi3, and we can see easily that this form is W-invariant and

2(ah aj)/(ai, (Xi)~ai}.

3. Ring of invariants of S(F*).

From now on we assume that A'―idu) is a generalized Cartan matrix of
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size (/+1)X(/ + 1). According to the classification (cf, [3]),

( ° _Y where Ao is of type XL (resp. #,, Cu FA, G2, BL)

where A is of type X?> (resp. Dffu A8Llr Ef＼ Dis＼ A?>). We call Ao the cor-

responding finite type of A. The set Aim is a free Z-module of rank 1 and a

nonzero element of Jim is called a null root. Let v be the generator of Aim with

the coefficientof ai+1―l and V be the i2-span of A, then we obtain:

Theorem 1. The ring of W-invariants of the symmetric algebra S{V*) of V

is generated by v.

Prrof. Let Vo be the subspace of V generated by aiy ■■■,at. Then V =

Vo+Rv and JQ―ArW0 is the root system of the corresponding finite type of A.

The root v is expressed as ai+1-＼-<p,where <f>is the highest long root of Ao

when A is of type X(i1},highest short root when A is of type D$L, A$-l} E^

and D4(s) and 2Xhighest short root when A is of type A(ZZ). The restriction of

( , ) to Vo is equal to the Killing form on <&C(AO). Considering that v is W-

invariant and 2{al+l, (Xj)/(ai+1, ai+1)―a.i+lj, we deduce wi+1{(xj)= w^(aj)―aii.ljv!

wi+i(v)=v, where w^ is the reflection with respect to <p in Vo and /=1, ･･･, I.

We can see easily that there exists an element w of W such that w(ctj)―ctj―

ai+ij, w(v)=v cy=i, ･-･, /).

Let / be a W-invariant of S(V*), expressed by a polynomial of ah ■･･ah v,

then f(au ･■■, at, v)~f(ai―ai+11v, ■■･,ai―al+1v, v). Differentiating the both sides

with respect to v, we deduce I]a*+u(3//3aj)(≪i? ― ,≪≪,0)=0. If A^Al1^ using

the classificationof Euclidean type, we can see easily that there exists a unique

y (I^/<;/) such that al+1J^0. This indicates (df/ax^a^ ･■■,au 0)=0. As /is

If-invariant, we can prove (df/daj)(a1}･･■,au 0)=0 for all/ (1^/^/). This in-

dicates /(≪!,･･■,ai, 0) is constant and /e/2[v].

If
^4―^4pJ

(/^3), we can easily see

(df/dadiau ･■･,at, 0)+ (df/dal)(a1,■■■,ah 0)=0

when /I is expressed as

2 -1

-1 2

J

As / Is VK-invariant, we can prove

-1

2 -1

-1 2
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-(df/oaMctu ■･■, au 0)+{df/dal){al, ■■■,alt 0)=0.

This indicates (df/dai)(au ■■■,au 0)―0 and f(au ■■■, au 0) is constant.

If A ― A^, we can deduce

{df/da;)(au az, 0)+(df/dat)(au ≪2>0)=0,

-{df/da^a,, a2, 0)+ (df/d(a1+a,))(a1, a2, 0)=0

and

(3//3(≪1+≪2))(≪),≪2,0)-(3//3≪2)(a1, ≪8, 0)=0.

This indicates (df/daJ)(a1, a2, 0)=(df/da2)(au a2, 0)=0. G. E. D.

4. Ring of invariants of S(V).

Let Wo be the subgroup of W generated by vox,■･･, wu then Wo acts on V,,

as the Weyl group of Jo- This induces the decomposition of V as W0-moduie,

V=V0+Rv and 5(F0) can be considered as a subalgebra of S(V) by using the

inclusion from V% to V* with respect to this decomposition. Then we obtain:

Theorem 2. The ring of W-invariants of S(V) is equal to the ring of Wo-

invariants of S(V0). Consequently the ring of W^-invariants of S(V) is generated

by I algebraically independent homogeneous polynomials.

Proof. Let {≪?, ･･■,at, v*＼ be the dual basis of {au ■■■,au v}. Easy cal-

dilations show that wi-n(aj) = w$(aj) (j=l, ･■■,1), Wi+1(v*)=v*― J]ai+lja*j. It

is clear that S(V)W°, the ring of WVinvariants of S(V0), is a subalgebra of the

ring of PF-invariantsof S(V) and the ring of ^-invariants of S(V) is S(F0)w'"°[v*],

the polynomial ring of the commutative algebra S(VO)W°with the indeterminate v*.

Clearly the ring of W-invariants of S(V) is a subalgebra of the ring of Wr

invariants of S(V). Let / be any element of the ring of PF-invariants of S(V).

Then / can be expressed by a polynomial of v* with coefficientsin S(Vo)Wo and

/ I ＼ I
satisfying the equation f(v*)=f(v*― 2at+ij-a*), where 2aj+ij≪* is non-zero

＼ 7=1 / 7=1

from the classification. Then the following lemma completes the proof of the

theorem. Q. E. D.

Lemma. Let R be a commutative algebra over a field of characteristiczero

and f(X) be any element of R＼_X~＼.If f(X) satisfiesthe equation f(X) = f(X+c'

where c is not a zero divisor of R, then deg /=0.
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